


The idea of the FIN-GER Architecture Biennale is to present interesting 
contemporary architects from Finland and Germany in consecutive years. The 
invited architect gives a public lecture in the Fürstensaal at the Würz-
burg Residenz and has a two week exhibition in the FIN-GER Concept Store 
at the Bürgerbräu Old Brewery. One of the highlights of the Biennale is 
the handing over of the special Goldfinger Prize “for making ideas” to the 
invited architect. 

The first Biennale was in 2015, and presented the works of Berlin-based 
office of J. Mayer H. und Partner. Architect Jürgen Mayer H. lectured on 
“could-should-would”, and talked about different international projects, 
for example the wooden construction of the Metropol Parasol in Seville, 
Spain. At the end of his lecture Jürgen Mayer H. received the first ever 
Goldfinger for being innovative and daring in making architecture. Later in 
the evening he attended the opening of his architecture exhibition composed 
of over 600 silk screen printed blue and white patterns in A3-size cover-
ing the walls of the architecture gallery, a slowly rotating two meter high 
mobile hanging from the ceiling, and panels of drawings and designs of dif-
ferent projects. The mood at the first Biennale was easygoing and spontane-
ous, and it received a lot of positive feedback.

This year the second Biennale will feature the Finnish office of OOPEAA Of-
fice for Peripheral Architecture, with a public lecture from a young Finn-
ish architect Anssi Lassila from Helsinki. He is specialized in designing 
and building in wood construction, new churches and wooden housing blocks, 
and has an impressive track record in competitions, exhibitions and prizes. 
The latest include the first Finlandia Prize for Architecture, taking part 
in the Venice Architecture Biennale and being a jury member of the Guggen-
heim Helsinki International Architecture Competition. Anssi Lassila will 
lecture in English, and the exhibition will introduce Finnish architecture 
from OOPEAA in unique, designed Wooden Cave at the FIN-GER.



The FIN-GER Architecture Biennale 2016 will start on Tuesday, 12.07.2016. 
The official opening and public lecture starts at 19:00 in the Fürstensaal 
at the Würzburg Residenz (event hosted by Treffpunkts Architektur of Bund 
Deutscher Architekten BDA in cooperation with FIN-GER).

The vernissage of the exhibition is in the FIN-GER at Bürgerbräu from 21:00 
onwards. The tickets are 15 € (including a glass of sekt and fingerfood). 
Tickets are on sale at the Akademische Buchhandlung Knodt and at the 87BAR 
and FIN-GER at Bürgerbräu, and a limited amount at the entrance of Fürsten-
saal before the lecture.

The event is supported by Bürgerbräu 87BAR, Formknall, Sektkellerei Höfer, 
Akademische Buchhandlung Knodt, LP10 Junge Architekten and Arts Promotion 
Centre Finland. 

FIN-GER > www.fin-ger.com                          OOPEAA > www.oopeaa.com

Architect Jürgen Mayer H. from Berlin proudly receives the Goldfinger Prize at the first FIN-GER 
Architecture Biennale 2015 in Würzburg. (photo: Oliver Mack)

Architect Anssi Lassila (center) at the OOPEAA Office for Peripheral Architecture in Helsinki after 
hearing of his Goldfinger Prize nomination with Juhani Karanka (left) and Matthias Braun (right) 
from FIN-GER. (photo: Carmen Lee)




